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Truth-telling has become a widespread practice in settling accounts with past repressive regimes. It has also assumed a variety of forms—from government-mandated truth commissions to NGO-sponsored historical memory projects to individual testimonials. In nearly all of these media, victims of repression seized an opportunity to break the silence imposed on them by authoritarian regimes, or, as Ariel Dorfman writes, to "rebel against the false and immaculate tranquility of the official versions" of the past. The recent debate over Rigoberta Menchu's testimonial illustrates the complications inherent in establishing new truths through victims' accounts. But this paper examines an even thornier issue for "truth-telling": torturers' confessions.

The paper begins with a discussion of the logic behind including torturers' confessions in the truth and reconciliation processes. The second part of the paper challenges that logic, illustrating its weakness with examples from four Argentine confessions. It concludes, however, with a discussion of the conditions under which confessions might advance truth and reconciliation despite their failure to fulfill the ideal embodied in the logic.

**THE LOGIC**

A relatively new literature, drawing heavily from the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, suggests four overlapping roles that torturers' confessions might play in advancing reconciliation in post-authoritarian countries: establish the truth, acknowledge victims' stories to promote individual and societal healing, bring justice, and create collective memory to avoid repeating the past. Regarding truth, torturers' confessions, like victims' testimonies, defy official silence and denial by recounting their experiences in prisons. Torturers' admissions, therefore, contribute to an authoritative and truthful version of the violence committed by the authoritarian regime. Moreover, these confessions also reveal previously censored information—e.g., the whereabouts of victims' bodies, and the cause and circumstances of deaths—that advances victims' efforts at reaching closure.

Most therapists working with victims of torture also concur that a crucial component of healing involves acknowledgment. While silence perpetuates self-blame, confusion, and rage that prevent healing, confirmation of human rights violations allow victims to reconstruct pasts erased by the regime's silence. Victims require the acknowledgment that someone did this to them. With accountability, victims rid themselves of blame for crimes committed against them. Torturers' confessions, therefore, confirm victims' accounts and acknowledge responsibility for violent acts, advancing the healing process.

Torturers' confessions contribute to justice by providing the evidence needed to investigate, prosecute, and convict perpetrators. Even where amnesty, immunity and pardons prohibit that process, confessions contribute to restorative or moral justice. By exposing the truth through torturers' confessions, governments publicly acknowledge past wrongs. Sometimes they even accept the debts of the prior regime. In addition, torturers' confessions may provide the only conclusive evidence allowing governments to issue legal death certificates and expunge
criminal records drafted under authoritarian laws. With the death certificates, families can perform important burial and grieving rituals that permit closure. Acknowledging past wrongs also allows for collective remembrance: ceremonies, rituals, and memorials to prevent “forgetting” and repeating the past. Erving Goffman, remarking on the potential power of restorative justice, concludes that “Remorse, apologies, asking forgiveness, and generally, making symbolic amends are a more vital element in almost any process of domination than punishment itself.”

Confessions, finally, serve the collective memory project of remembering to avoid repeating the past. By disclosing the truth about state terrorism, confessions put “still potent events into the more distant category of ‘history’.” The role of memory and acknowledgment is crucial to individual and societal healing. On the individual level, Flanigan states that “Without remembrance, no wound can be transcended.” Silence “swallows up” personal histories, preventing individuals from coming to terms with it. The function of memory on the societal level is slightly different. Baudrillard hints that without memory, the authoritarian regime becomes the victor: “Forgetting the extermination is part of the extermination itself.” Social scientists further conclude that denying past violence, failing to establish truth, healing, justice, and memory, perpetuates unresolved violence since society itself has failed to claim it and end it.

With public admission of torture, official history can be rewritten to condemn past political violence. These are powerful arguments in favor of torturers’ confessions. They contend that the confessional text (truth, acknowledgment) and the public response to it (acknowledgment, justice, collective memory) pave the way to truth and reconciliation. This paper claims, however, that confessions fall far short of these lofty goals. Confessional texts only occasionally and marginally advance truth and acknowledgment. Moreover, governments rarely respond to confessions in a manner that promotes acknowledgment, justice, or collective memory, preferring to bury the past. Torturers’ confessions, as a result, may impede, rather than advance, truth and reconciliation. Examples from Argentina illustrate the limitations of the relationship between confessions and truth and reconciliation.

ARGENTINE CONFESSIONS

The common understanding of confession involves the admission of guilt and remorse. But torturers’ confessions in Argentina illustrate a great deal of variety. Beginning in 1984, Argentine torturers came forward to recount their roles during the infamous Dirty War (1976-83) responsible for the death and disappearance of an estimated 30,000 individuals. All of those who confessed did so voluntarily and under an amnesty provision that prohibited prosecution. But only some of them took the common confessional form of guilt and remorse. More obscure definitions capture the other types of confession, particularly a simple declaration, and a fiction invented to deceive, and hint at the limitations of establishing truth and reconciliation from confessional texts.

Argentine confessions also took place in a variety of institutional settings highlighting
further complications in their role in truth and reconciliation. The examples presented here include four different settings. One closely approximates the private religious confessional oriented toward repentance, moral judgment, and absolution, but it eventually takes a public form. A second involves a public declaration, or confession. The third confession took place in a commercial market, where testimony was exchanged for material gain. The last example involves public testimony under oath, closely approximating a court of law. These settings play a crucial role in shaping the confessional texts and the responses to them.

Confessions are also subject to interpretation by a variety of audiences. All of the confessions examined here became public and scrutinized by victims, fellow perpetrators, and government authorities. Indeed, responses to confessions have an equally important impact on the truth and reconciliation as the confessions themselves. Some responses generate the sense that the perpetrators continue to determine politics, as in this statement: “Once again, essential questions of public life are being settled by an Army chief and that, in a country like Argentina, is serious.” In other cases, however, responses may reverse the deleterious impact confessional texts alone might have had on truth and reconciliation.

The Argentine examples provided below indicate the limitations of the confessional text alone in generating truth and acknowledging atrocities. It also illustrates how settings and responses to confessions may further weaken the relationship of confessions to truth and reconciliation. But the conclusion of the paper draws on these cases to highlight conditions under which these confessions play a positive role in truth and reconciliation.

**Scilingo’s Remorse**

“I entered the Naval School as a sailor and I left an assassin.”

Adolfo Scilingo approached leftist journalist Horacio Verbitsky in the Buenos Aires subway one day in 1995 and told him that he needed to talk to him about his experiences in the Navy School of Mechanics (ESMA). No doubt because of his tortured look, Verbitsky assumed Scilingo had been a victim in that infamous concentration camp, an impression Scilingo corrected over the next several months as he recounted the murders he committed as a Navy captain. Scilingo subsequently aired his confession on television, reported in newspapers, and told in books in Argentina and abroad.

In his confession, Scilingo accepted personal responsibility for the murder of 30 of the so-called “disappeared.” While the head of the Automotive Division of ESMA, Scilingo participated in two of the weekly “death flights” in which tortured and clandestine prisoners were drugged, stripped, shackled, and pushed to their death from a hole in the plane. His confession shocked Argentina and the world, but not because he revealed new information. An official report, academic studies, numerous human rights agencies’ records, and countless testimonies and testimonial novels written by prison survivors had previously documented the numbers and names of the tortured, torture techniques, and torture centers. Even the ESMA “death flights”
appeared in one official account of the Dirty War. The shock resulted from his break with the military's "conspiracy of silence" about the Dirty War. For the first time a military officer admitted his responsibility in the military regime's repressive apparatus. In addition, repression no longer looked like an abstract system. Scilingo attached a human and personal dimension to an inhuman and depersonalizing brutality. Decades earlier, Hannah Arendt referred to such shock as the "banality of evil." She described Nazi war criminals as "neither perverted nor sadistic," but rather "that they were, and still are, terribly and terrifyingly normal" and "this normality was much more terrifying than all of the atrocities put together." Scilingo's avuncular look rocked common perceptions about the type of person capable of committing mass murder.

Scilingo's confession recounts his transformation from sailor to assassin. A confirmed anti-Communist, he believed in the war against subversion. He even accepted, at least in the abstract, the need to engage in illegal activities to eliminate subversion. His patriotism and sense of military duty convinced him that the war was just and necessary. But this sympathy with the war, also made the silence around the violence unbearable. It undid him.

He sought solace in religious confession. But the priests Scilingo encountered rejected his act of contrition. Instead, they reassured him that his acts were Christian, recounting the biblical parable of separating the wheat from the chaff and arguing in favor of painless and peaceful deaths. These reassurances only increased Scilingo's unraveling; he wondered if he was alone in his revulsion against the military's tactics, and brought a new officer into the concentration camp to register his reaction to the inhuman conditions. He expressed relief that the officer's facial expression reflected profound horror at the prisoners' conditions. Scilingo tried to explain to his superiors his unease with the "death flights" and torture, but this cost him promotion within the Navy. Scilingo took early retirement, but leaving the Navy did not end his nightmares. He was non-functional in civilian life. He withdrew from his family. Having lost his moral compass, he participated in shady business schemes. He lost all of his money and his wife's inheritance. And he anesthetized his emotional pain with alcoholic binges and tranquilizers. The ghosts continued to haunt him, forcing him to confront the source of his insanity.

But political events, and not the nightmares, catalyzed Scilingo's confession. The Senate denied promotion to two of Scilingo's colleagues -- Captains Antonio Pernias and Juan Carlos Rolon (discussed below) -- because of their involvement in the Dirty War. Scilingo considered them to be loyal officers, like himself, who deserved promotion. He blamed the promotion denial on the military High Command who kept silent about the systematic use of torture and murder and blamed "excesses" on renegade officers, thereby forcing loyal officers to take the fall for the Dirty War.

Scilingo initially came forward not to repent, but to criticize the High Command. His confession, in other words, began as a declaration. Scilingo's remorse is evident, however, if tentative, even in his official retelling of the war. His tentativeness may be resulted from fear. Scilingo knew about and discussed, the military's reaction to "traitors." He recounted, for example, the case of Lieutenant Jorge Alberto Devoto, who "disappeared" in a death flight after
objecting to the military's repressive policies and asking for retirement. But he never considered himself a traitor. Instead, he explained events from the perspective of a loyal soldier fighting the heroic War against Subversion, the version of the story silenced by the military's denial. Because of this motivation, Scilingo struggled to wrest control of the confession from Verbitsky's interventions. He wanted to control what he confessed to and how he confessed it. He hoped to keep intact his self-image as a loyal soldier.

Scilingo used euphemism and avoidance to control the confession. When Verbitsky pressed for details, for example, Scilingo withdrew. He turned off the tape recorder when he needed to reestablish his control. He denied knowing certain facts. He failed to recall others. He claimed only vague recollections of events. He changed the subject to return to issues he sought to emphasize. He put off talking about certain themes, stating that he might be willing to discuss them later. But, despite these tactics, Scilingo still lost control over the confession. Feeling trapped, as if held against his will, he pleaded: "I don't want to talk about it. Let me go."

Such reluctance to admit murder is hardly surprising. Trauma induces shutting out information as a form of self-protection. The process of filtering and selecting facts, seeing only what is convenient to see, and knowing but refusing to acknowledge the implications of that information, is part of creating the myths or "vital lies" that keep our images of ourselves and our acts intact.

But Scilingo had less trouble admitting to his role in the death flights than discussing relatively minor aspects of his military service. He could not, for example, recall how the vehicles under his control were acquired or even his own code name. This is not an issue of "doubling," or separating his good professional soldier image from the criminal soldier, because even when discussing his criminal self Scilingo initially avoided describing his acts as criminal. He corrected Verbitsky's use of terms, using euphemism to disguise brutality and attempting to put Verbitsky in the loyal soldier's frame of mind. Here is one example:

No Navy officer participated in kidnaping, torture, and clandestine eliminations. The entire Navy participated in detentions, interrogations, and the elimination of the subversives, which could have been done by various methods.

Scilingo even tried out on Verbitsky some of the rationalizations he had accepted to justify the death flights: "Shooting someone is immoral too. Or is it better? Who suffers more, the one who knows he is going to be shot or the one who dies by our method?" Recognizing himself that his acts were immoral prevents him from understanding how he could commit them. He tried to find explanations in the regime's discourse, but these explanations had failed him in the past, and continued to fail him during his confession.

Scilingo's tentativeness may also have resulted from his need to deflect Verbitsky's harsh criticism. Verbitsky exhibits no empathy, but only revulsion for Scilingo and his acts. He calls Scilingo a coward and sick. But Scilingo could not have expected any other attitude from
Verbitsky, whose political views could have put him on one of ESMA's death flights.

And yet Scilingo chose Verbitsky as his confessor. Why? The retelling of the story points to happenstance: they ran into each other in a Buenos Aires subway. But happenstance does not explain why Scilingo would follow through with Verbitsky rather than telling his story to a more sympathetic ear. It doesn't explain why Scilingo repeatedly subjected himself to Verbitsky's hostile questions. Perhaps Scilingo sought an antagonist because those on his side repeatedly ignored him. While he was on active duty, none of his superiors listened to his concerns. After he retired, he tried writing to former Junta leader General Videla, the Navy chief of staff, and President Menem, but no one answered him.

Serendipity might have brought Verbitsky and Scilingo together in the subway, but the subsequent meetings confirmed Scilingo's need to have his story heard and acknowledged as truth. Scilingo must have known that only a handful of journalists would aid him in such an endeavor.

Despite his confession to Verbitsky, Scilingo still faced efforts to silence him. One "friend" in the Navy offered him money in exchange for silence. One of his superiors urged him to be silent to maintain his family's health insurance. Scilingo described one occasion in which his friend's wife railed against him for ignoring the consequences of his acts for his fellow officers. He responded, "That's fine, but what do I do with my 30 dead ones?" The Menem government also tried to silence Scilingo, referring to him as a mythomaniac, a criminal, and a scoundrel. Using Scilingo's 1991 fraud conviction, Menem stripped him of his retired military status and jailed him. By jailing him for fraud, Menem cast doubt on Scilingo's character and the motives behind his confession. Scilingo looked like a self-serving crook who would sell anything for profit. Menem's acts also sent a warning through the armed forces that military officers considering confession should understand the price they would pay in personal integrity. Other key political figures followed suit in silencing Scilingo. The Minister of Foreign Affairs dismissed the confession as internally inconsistent and therefore unreliable. Navy Admiral and former Junta member Emilio E. Massera simply denied the death flights. Monsignor Emilio Bianchi de Carcano categorically rejected Scilingo's claim that the church knew about or justified the death flights.

Despite all of these denials, Scilingo's confession certainly threatened some groups. In September 1997, unknown assailants kidnapped Scilingo and carved the initials of three journalists into his face, warning him that if he continued to speak, he and the journalists would die.

These responses to his confession emboldened, rather than silenced, Scilingo. He felt catharsis, which he modestly described in this way: "Though it may be a little egotistical to say so, my public confession has brought me a certain relief. Before, I had a secret I couldn't talk about to anyone. Now I can talk to everyone. But the problem still exists." Euphemisms and avoidance of the past have yielded to direct accusations like this one.

The Navy is guilty. What is it trying to hide? Those who criticize me say that what happened during the Dirty War was a patriotic defense to
save the country from falling into Communist hands.

Fine, if they are so proud of this why do they hide the issue of the disappeared? What is the problem? This is inconsistent: I feel proud of my participation in the War against Subversion, but at the same time I continue hiding the truth. So, it's clear: we are ashamed, they are ashamed to say what we did.  

He has begun to "re-member," both in the sense of publicly recalling specific events and finding a unitary foundation for his previously fractured self. Scilingo has provided information on death flights that killed two French nuns. He has collaborated with efforts to discover the lists of "disappeared." This recall is consistent with Scilingo's image. His identity is no longer built around the loyal soldier who fought a heroic war against subversion, but in the moral soldier who spoke out against the war's atrocities. Scilingo justifies his confession as loyalty to the armed forces and future soldiers, not to the past military regime. He is committed to telling the truth to prevent the armed forces from committing immoral and illegal acts in the future:

...we could offer up a true, permanent mea culpa and pay our debt. And the most important effect of that would be on those who remained in the institution, people who are new or who didn't get their hands dirty. It would help them to reflect, as a reminder of what they must not do. The president should order the chief of staff of the Navy to inform the country of everything that happened during those years, to give out the list of the disappeared. It did me good to speak, it would also do the society good, and it would do the Navy good. Especially the new generations of the military, so they don't continue to bear the stigma of ESMA. Otherwise we can't be sure these things won't happen again some time.  

Scilingo also accepts punishment for his acts. He claims that contrition is too easy, and ignores the seriousness of the crimes committed. As he states: "I am not a repentant, the facts are too out of the ordinary, it's too easy to say "I'm sorry" and everything is ok." His willingness to face prosecution was tested in early 1998 when Scilingo voluntarily submitted to questioning by
Scilingo’s confession has served important functions in the process of reconciliation. It broke a silence imposed on the armed forces. Other officers have since come forward to tell their stories, which have helped reconstruct the truth about repression, both in terms of individual families learning about their “disappeared” as well as the country beginning to rewrite history accurately. The confession also prompted institutional soul-searching and even apologies.

Commander and Chief of the Army, General Martin Balza, confirmed that the military used illegal methods during the war and condemned the immorality of obeying immoral orders. Some sectors of the Argentine Catholic Church have apologized for their complicity. Thus, both truth and acknowledgment about past violence have been served by the Scilingo confession. In terms of justice, the confession has opened up the possibility of revisiting the laws that protected torturers.

Pressure has mounted, for example, to annul the amnesty provisions of the Due Obedience and Full Stop Laws and to reconstruct the list of detained individuals. Former Junta leaders Videla and Massera and others are facing trials for kidnapping and trafficking babies of former prisoners, one of the only crimes not covered by the blanket pardons and amnesties. Similarly, some of the most notorious torturers, like retired General Antonio Domingo Bussi, current governor of Tucuman province, face embezzlement charges revealed through investigation of Swiss Bank accounts. Lastly, Scilingo’s confession to the death flights has played an important role in collective memory. The flights form part of songs, poems, novels, and cultural symbols about the Dirty War.

Because of its positive contribution to reconciliation, Scilingo’s confession must be mined for understanding. Remorse is central, but it is not clear how Scilingo escaped the socialization within the military that silenced other torturers. The confessional process appears to have played a crucial role: Scilingo only broke with the military version once the confession began. While he initially concealed his guilt through euphemism and avoidance, the act of confession allowed him to confront that guilt. Borrowing from analyses of testimonies of victims, the confessional act forced him to “know” the event: to speak the unspeakable and inscribe the event for the first time, by breaking with the official version and the silence imposed on him. By explaining to those “outside” the repressive apparatus exactly what took place, he began to see himself and his acts without the protective shield of official discourse.

The unique features of Scilingo’s confession point to limitations even of this ideal confessional type. First, they are scarce. Even with immunity from prosecution, torturers close rank. Torturers may want to confess about the past, but lives in an insecure environment, without certainty that they can avoid recriminations of either a personal or institutional nature. They justify silence in noble virtues, like protecting their families, colleagues, the armed forces, and political stability. But torturers have also learned to live with their secrets. They accept the justifications provided to them as the only way to distinguish what they did from criminal acts.

Second, confessions, even when remorseful, involve rhetorical devices intended to shield the individual from criticism. All of us are familiar with these devices. When we recount our own
unflattering behavior in the past, we exclude certain details and eventually forget them. We gloss
over the parts of the story that are inconsistent with our own coherent construction of events and
image. We phrase the story in a way that projects a particular image. We deflect criticism by
identifying ourselves as well-intentioned, betrayed, or misled (by our superiors). These fictions
and partial truths suggest that full disclosure, when it involves self-incrimination, is nearly
impossible.42

In the case of torturers, these rhetorical devices may block truth. The torturer confesses
with the hope of receiving forgiveness, empathy, or comprehension. Toward that end, he
withholds information that might subvert his cause. If he provides too many gruesome details he
will be viewed in the glaring light of the torture chamber, undeserving of pity or forgiveness.
Thus, he must conceal details. Moreover, he must find some way of explaining that he is not a
monster despite having committed these acts. Fear is an effective device. The torturer portrays
himself as a victim of the same system that repressed victims of torture. His refusal to torture
would, thus, transform him into a victim of torture. Obedience to authority also provides a
justification. The torturer contends that now he knows right from wrong, but that in the context
of fear he could not question his orders. Torturers, in other words, use avoidance, amnesia,
selective memory, euphemisms, and self-identification as the victim in their rhetorical techniques
to reduce their culpability.

Third, these confessions may hinder reconciliation because of the audience's mixed
reactions. Torturers themselves may interpret the confession as either a green light to come
forward with their own _mea culpa_ or try to silence those voices with acts of revenge.
Governments also react in contradictory ways. President Menem aggressively silenced Scilingo,
questioning why he wanted to pour salt in old wounds.43 This silencing seemed intended not only
for Scilingo, but for others contemplating public confessions. On the victims' side are those who
know that reconstructing events will depend on confessions of torturers. But these confessions
will occur only with immunity from prosecution. How do societies reconcile the need for truth
with the need for justice?

Remorseful confessions, in short, involve a tangle of contradictions that impede the truth
and reconciliation process. The torturer's fractured identity tends toward contradictory motives:
from self-flagellation to denial. The multiple functions of the confession and its mixed audience
produces veiled confessions. And these limitations leave audiences uncertain that they can, or
should, put the past behind them.

**Astiz's Heroic Confession**

"I wasn't a torturer. I did intelligence."

In confessional terms, Alfredo Astiz is the antithesis of Scilingo. Although he was a Navy
Captain, like Scilingo, and was implicated in the ESMA tortures and murders, Astiz's confession
constitutes a denial of his own personal involvement in torture while simultaneously justifying the
Dirty War. His confession, thus, provides an example of “heroic” confessions and the constraints they place on truth, acknowledgment, justice, and memory.

Astiz is best known for his infiltration of the Madres de Plaza de Mayo. Posing as a young man looking for his “disappeared” brother, Astiz quickly won the affection of the Madres. They once called him the Blond Angel to capture his good looks and sweetness, and now refer to him as the Angel of Death because of his role in the 8 December 1977 kidnapping and “disappearance” of two Madres, two French nuns, and other human rights activists from the Santa Cruz Church in Buenos Aires, some of whom were later murdered in ESMA’s death flights. By kissing particular women, Astiz signaled to on-looking soldiers which of them should be kidnapped from the church. Among Astiz’s other murders is the Swedish-Argentine teenager Dagmar Hagelin. Mistaking her for another blond teenager he had been waiting to seize, Astiz shot Hagelin in the back as she fled from capture.

Protected by the Due Obedience amnesty law, Astiz cannot face charges for these human rights abuses. And his image within the military is untarnished. A 1997 investigation revealed that Astiz had been working for Naval Intelligence since the end of the military regime. Navy Chief Molina Pico praised Astiz’s military service and supported him in his bid for promotion, referring to him as a “good soldier.” A group of officers protested when Astiz was subsequently denied that promotion. He is widely viewed within the armed forces as a “gentleman sailor,” free of petty scandals.

But Astiz has not avoided incriminations outside the armed forces. Despite strong support within the military High Command, Astiz did not receive his promotion. In fact, he was forced into early retirement in 1996. French courts, moreover, tried Astiz in absentia, imposing on him a life sentence for the murder of the two French nuns. In the absence of formal justice, Astiz has faced popular forms of revenge for his acts. The Madres de Plaza de Mayo plastered walls surrounding Astiz’s favorite discotheques with posters exposing Astiz and his murderous past, and urging young women to avoid him. Astiz has also suffered spontaneous retributions. On an Argentine ski slope in 1995, a former concentration camp victim assailed Astiz as a “Son of a Bitch” and a “Murderer of Teenagers” before punching him in the nose. In another encounter in Buenos Aires, two University students apparently recognizing Astiz, pulled him out of his car and severely beat him, while a passenger on a passing bus shouted “Good boys! Kill him!”

Despite the obvious hostility toward him, or maybe because of it, Astiz has not remained silent. In January 1998, Astiz made his confession to Revista Trespuntos.

I never tortured anyone. It wasn’t my job. But would I have tortured if I was told to? Yes, of course. The army taught me to destroy, not to build, to plant mines and set off bombs; to infiltrate and destroy an organization; to kill. I know how to do all of this well. I am the best-prepared man in Argentina to kill a politician or a journalist.

Astiz made this declaration-style confession voluntarily. He admitted to his training, his
preparation, and his capacity. Astiz characterized the military as a destructive force, but glorified the heroism in that image: the manliness, the expertise, and the danger. He denied his own use of torture, but confessed that he would have engaged in torture if that had been part of his job. And he boasted of his qualifications to murder, issuing a thinly veiled warning that the Dirty War has not ended.

The Menem government reacted quickly to his confession. It charged Astiz with "provocation with dangerous social and political intent." The government sentenced him, stripped him of his military rank and status, and put him in jail. Astiz, like Scilingo before him, serves time in prison not for murder, but for his confession.

Astiz's confession illustrates the types of rhetorical devices typical to heroic confessions. One is justification. Astiz construed his acts as a personal sacrifice to the nation. To do this he characterized the enemy as demonic, capable of undermining the country. The enemy threat justified violence for the greater good. Indeed, the enemy's clandestine and extensive networks throughout the country demanded interrogation under torture and death. Heroic confessions, in short, re-assert the authoritarian regime's justification for violence, blame the victim for the violence, thereby silencing victims behind the authoritarian regime's official version.

A second rhetorical device is contradiction. Heroic confessions simultaneously deny and glorify violence. They generally deny personal involvement in torture, the practice of systematic torture, and the extent or brutality of violence. They sometimes admit to excesses, but blame them on "the bad seed" officer who acted on his own. At the same time, heroic confessions openly support violence, consider it noble and justified, and even claim that they would use it, if necessary. Heroic confessions, in other words, minimize the extent and the nature of torture, shrouding it in the patriotic language of personal sacrifice to the nation, and burying facts with rhetorical contradictions.

The motivation behind heroic confessions differs from remorseful ones. As one scholar of memory states, "Memory is never shaped in a vacuum; the motives of memory are never pure." Heroic confessions intend to restore dignity to the security forces. The confessions seek to clear responsibility for their actions by rewriting the past from their own perspective. They want to reclaim history from the victims and transform the image of the torturer (and the authoritarian regime) from pathological and brutal to heroic and patriotic. Heroic confessions, in other words, constitute what Scott calls "enactments of power," that employ "affirmation, concealment, euphemization and stigmatization, and finally, the appearance of unanimity" to sustain the official and dominant version. This is especially true since the "audience" for these confessions are not only victims, but also colleagues who may need to be reminded of the official line. Scott states, "elites are also consumers of their own performance." These heroic confessions provide the means to reinforce, maintain, and adjust the official story to maintain its dominance.

Astiz's confession could also be viewed as constituting one stage in the "spiral of denial." Such a spiral begins with outright denial: torture did not happen. This is certainly what the
authoritarian regime claimed. In the face of testimonies, investigations, and evidence, that denial became untenable. Thus, the second part of the spiral acknowledges torture, but claims that it was different than the way it is popularly portrayed. Torture is reconstructed in a more positive light to shroud the violence involved. In their trials, Junta leaders denied that torture was systematic and blamed it on "excesses" by middle and lower-ranking officers. The third stage of the spiral is justification. Astiz admitted that torture occurred, but justified it as necessary to protect the nation from subversives immune to conventional military strategies.

Heroic confessions, illustrated by Astiz, appear to undermine truth and reconciliation. After all, Astiz’s "truth" not only denied his own involvement (despite ample evidence to the contrary), but also justified violence. Instead of acknowledging atrocities, moreover, Astiz accused victims of unleashing the violence that justified the war. He silenced victims' versions and reasserted the military regime's official version of the Dirty War. In terms of justice, Astiz served time in jail for his confession. As with Scilingo, the sentence was intended to silence him. But in this case, the Menem government silenced a perpetrator attempting to justify and glorify torture as national and heroic virtue. This official reaction is unlikely to change the views of those who share the heroic image of torture and who, no doubt, consider Astiz a martyr. But Menem's silencing of Astiz prevented the reversal of victims' accounts that had begun to shape collective memory of the Dirty War. It, thereby, reassured victims and critics of torture that the nation's history would not be written in the torturers' words. The justice and collective memory impact, therefore, means even heroic confessions can play a role in advancing truth and reconciliation.

El Turco Julián's Exchange Confession

"What I did I did for my Fatherland, my faith, and my religion. Of course I would do it again...I am not repentant. I'm no crybaby like that sorry Scilingo... This was a war to save the Nation from the terrorist hordes. Look, torture is eternal. It has always existed and always will. It is an essential part of the human being."

This confession submitted by Julio Simón, alias Julian the Turk, has many of the characteristics of the heroic confession analyzed above. Simón initiated the television interview in which he made this confession. He showed absolutely no remorse, but on the contrary considered torture a natural part of life with the virtue of protecting the nation.

But Simón's confession is distinct from Astiz's in two important ways: First, Simón admits to engaging in torture, albeit "on very few occasions." What does Simón mean by a very few occasions? The meaning is obscured by his own statement that "The norm was to kill everyone and anyone kidnapped was tortured." The audience can interpret the ambiguity in a number of ways. Simón may have intended the statement to reflect that while torture was widespread, he participated in very little of it. Scholars have documented a torturers' code that identifies individuals who surpass an acceptable threshold of numbers and level of brutality. So perhaps Simón means that some torturers enjoyed their role and got carried away, while he controlled his natural urges. But the ambiguity suggests other interpretations. Perhaps Simón felt
that he would have liked to engage in more torture sessions. Maybe he feels that the military regime did not kidnap enough "subversives," and suspects that those not kidnapped run the government today. But when Simon's statement that "torture didn't always work, it left people too destroyed," is added to his other comments, one suspects that he is trying to show that torture served a function, i.e., to fight subversion. And it was only used in that noble fight. Simon, then, like Astiz, considered torture heroic in the struggle for national defense.

The second difference between the confessions of Simon and Astiz is that Simón submitted his in exchange for payment. Unlike Astiz, Simón was not employed by Navy intelligence after the military's demise. To make ends meet, the destitute Simón searched for a buyer for his testimony as well as his personal "archives" from the war.

"Confession peddling" began shortly after Scilingo's admission, when unconfirmed rumors circulated that Hollywood had offered him a million dollar deal for a movie contract. After Simón made some money from his confession, even more torturers came forward with their story, no doubt in search of lucrative deals. These have tended to resemble heroic confessions, like Astiz's, rather than Scilingo's remorseful confession. Thus exchange confessions possess the limitations already observed in heroic confessions. They also present new limitations built in to the exchange relationship. Exchange confessions, for example, produce information which will secure the reward. They, therefore, generate partial truths, since torturers need only confess to the minimum needed for the reward. But they also produce fictions. They invent confessions on torture, for which they have immunity, to reduce sentences on robbery and other criminal charges for which they do not have immunity. A human rights activist involved in the Argentine truth commission, CONADEP, describes torturers fictions in this way:

Lying was a trait they had in common, also a need to be in the limelight, and to get revenge on the institution they felt betrayed them. Virtually all of these men had separated from their force, in fact most of them were in jail for stealing more than their "fair share" of the war booty. They were so intent on peddling testimony (in exchange for immunity from prosecution or leniency in sentencing) that they'd get together in their cells and concoct stories, taking an element from this one's experience, another detail from someone else. It was hair-raising. They were profoundly, essentially criminal.

A willingness to lie about torturing under oath, selling those lies for profit, and inventing stories for public consumption is not unique to Argentine torturers. A study of Japanese confessions revealed a pattern whereby individuals invented confessions to serious crimes in exchange for a meal.

And, yet, as the Scilingo case suggests, it is unlikely that torturers will confess without the "exchange" of immunity. In order to convince individuals to come forward with their story, they will need protection from retribution. Otherwise, the incentives are too low and the costs are too high. In this light, nearly all confessions involve some kind of exchange relationship.
Exchange confessions, in sum, create incentives to tell partial truths or lies for material gain. They also provide evidence to support government accusations that confessions are often lies sold for profit. As a result, exchange confessions lose their value in promoting truth and acknowledgment. Justice is also undermined since exchange confessions are rarely taken seriously as testimony. Exchange confessions finally have a limited impact on collective memory projects, since they are considered false testimony.

Pernias and Rolón Deposed

I tried to do things as humanely as possible...but it's difficult for anyone who wasn't there to understand that.\textsuperscript{92}

All officers rotated into the task forces that were formed to carry out what was called the anti-subversive struggle.\textsuperscript{53}

Captains Antonio Pernias and Juan Carlos Rolón provided the catalyst for Scilingo's confession. They both lived in Scilingo's neighborhood and Scilingo counted Rolón among his friends. More importantly, these officers symbolized for Scilingo the High Command's abandonment and treachery of silence. Scilingo indicted the High Command for failing to defend the war and its tactics, resulting in the condemnation, shattered careers, and broken lives of loyal officers.

Having noticed that officers with human rights records had slipped through the Senate promotion board, the Senate began public hearings. The Senate called Pernias and Rolón to testify in 1994 and their testimony admitted, for the first time in an official hearing, officers' use of torture. Pernias, known for developing poison darts to facilitate kidnaping and testing them on prisoners, participating in the Santa Cruz church attack, and infiltrating exile organizations abroad, admitted that torture was "the hidden weapon in a war without rules."\textsuperscript{11} He confessed that "I did my part just like many others."0\textsuperscript{5} Rolón also admitted to torture, claiming that it involved nearly everyone in the Navy.\textsuperscript{66}

There is little doubt about the power of such testimonies and the admissions made under oath. Neither Pernias nor Rolón would have confessed without the hearings. And surprisingly, their confession and the repercussions for their promotions brought a chain reaction of confessions, beginning with Scilingo. Yet their admissions hardly involved remorse, repentance, or even regret. The closest Pernias came to such emotions was his statement that "What bothers me is the death of innocent people." But when he cites examples of those "innocent people," he mentions "Lieutenant Mayol, petty officers, and also civilians."0\textsuperscript{7} The closest Rolón comes to accepting responsibility for his actions was stating that he would never become involved in such activities again, that he now knows they were wrong, but that he could not make that judgement at the time.

Rather than repentance, these two confessions involved defensiveness. They justified their
actions on a variety of grounds. They had a duty, for example, to follow orders and not question them. As good and loyal officers they would carry out an order whether issued under an authoritarian or a democratic regime. Rolón cynically questioned whether the Senate expected him to challenge the orders of commanding officers promoted by that same legislative body. Both officers also claimed that they had no alternative since they would have had to retire if they didn’t carry out orders.

The second defense in these confessions involved the nature of the war. Pernias, avoiding the “Dirty War” moniker, referred to it as an unconventional war that required unconventional methods. Rolón defended the violence by demonizing the enemy, he falsely labeled it “the largest urban guerrilla movement in the history of the world.” Both officers admitted that the armed forces were unprepared for this type of war. They were trained for conventional, not anti-subversive, war. “This was really unprecedented and we were unprepared,” stated Rolón. “We received very little training and then we were sent off to participate in these urban operations.” He added that no one liked the “traumatic methods required to resolve the traumatic events, least of all those of us who had to carry them out. But these were historical circumstances.” But while admitting to their involvement in the Dirty War, these two officials also tried to plead their innocence. Pernias, for example, argued that the Navy had dismissed from its ranks any of the officers who had used excessive force in the anti-subversion war. While he refused to “name names” of purged officers, Pernias emphasized that he had remained on active duty, attesting to his own good record.

Third, these officers justified their involvement in the Dirty War because of their goals to defend democracy and the country. Pernias claimed that he was motivated by the desire to end the war as soon as possible to avoid “unnecessary deaths.” Rolón described his involvement as “service...to reestablish a democratic style of life in Argentina.” They both confessed that they knew better than to use torture, but more accurately, they felt that circumstances had changed so dramatically that they would not be called upon to use that kind of force again. In Rolón’s own words, “I believe that this was an unprecedented experience and that the situation will never occur again.”

The Pernias and Rolón confessions illustrate the effect that confessions made in hearings or trials might have on uncovering the truth. The obvious point of reference for these types of confessions are the Nuremberg Trials. Domestic criminal trials and international war tribunals continue to occur, albeit infrequently. Among the most well-known forced confessions is Eichmann’s testimony in Israel. Rather than accepting blame or asking forgiveness, Eichmann reconstructed his participation in the Third Reich as his personal struggle to protect the Jews. His testimony constituted a unique twist on the heroic confession.

Pernias and Rolón’s confessions further contribute to a view that confessions in public hearing hide the truth behind lies and misperceptions, heroic justifications, euphemisms, and denials. Even where the torturer receives amnesty for confession, as in the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, these confessions tend to include the rhetorical devices employed...
in voluntary-heroic confessions. Facing prosecution, torturers will attack the forum as a “kangaroo court” or a show trial. If they confess at all, they admit to nothing by claiming amnesia, using avoidance tactics, minimizing their involvement, or pleading innocence. Alternatively, they justify their acts as following orders, thereby blaming higher authorities, or rationalize their actions in terms of historical circumstances and national threats. They had to be careful to tell the truth to get their promotion, but not to tell too much of the truth that might deny their promotion.

Yet despite such limitations in uncovering truths, the Argentine case suggests that confessions in public hearings have the greatest potential of achieving justice. These confessions force torture and torturers into the public, thereby acknowledging victims’ claims, even where the torturers themselves do not admit to specific acts and justify violence. The stigma shifts as torturers, once protected from public scrutiny now face their charges, while victims, stigmatized by past violence, are vindicated. With immunity from prosecution, these trials rarely bring retributive justice. But even as “show trials” they provide symbolic justice. Pernias and Rolón did not even face trial, but by denying them promotions, the Senate imposed a sanction on them that officers, not forced to confess, avoided. The public hearing, while not a court of law, symbolizes an official recognition of human rights protections. So, ironically, confessions in public hearings may mask truths, but provide acknowledgment, partial justice, and collective memory.

CONCLUSION

These four Argentine examples allow us to draw a number of conclusions about the relationship between torturers’ confessions and the truth and reconciliation process. First, one objective of the paper is to demonstrate the weak role torturers’ confessions play in advancing truth and reconciliation processes underway around the world. As the examples from Argentina show (summarized in Figure I) torturers’ confessions do not serve the ideal embodied in the logic behind including them in truth and reconciliation processes. Not one of the confessions satisfied the goals of advancing truth, acknowledgment, justice, and collective memory. Thus, regardless of perpetrators’ motivations, the setting, or government responses, confessions fall short in achieving truth and reconciliation goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perpetrator</th>
<th>Truth</th>
<th>Acknowledgment</th>
<th>Justice</th>
<th>Collective Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seilingo</td>
<td>yes, specifics</td>
<td>yes, remorse</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes, death flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astiz</td>
<td>partial admission</td>
<td>no, heroic war</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>yes, silencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simón</td>
<td>partial admission</td>
<td>no, heroic war</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pernias     | partial admission | partial and tempered  | yes, promotion | den\"
| Rolón       | partial admission | yes, public hearing   | yes, public hearing |
The second objective of this paper, however, appears to contradict the first. That is, confessions contribute to the process of truth and reconciliation. The variety of examples from Argentina illustrate when and how they advance that process. Figure 1 above illustrates that the group of confessions analyzed in this paper contributed most to truth-gathering, albeit in a more partial way than anticipated in the truth and reconciliation logic. Confessions provide the knowledge, or confirm the existence, of torture. In some cases they even provide specific information about torture.

Where confessions have proved more uneven in contributing to the truth and reconciliation process is in the areas of acknowledgment, justice, and collective memory. The third conclusion of this paper, therefore, identifies the conditions that allow confessions to advance the truth and reconciliation process.

Scilingo's confession, for example, most closely approximates the ideal style confession for advancing truth and reconciliation. Remorse allowed Scilingo to distance himself from the military, criticize it, and even provide specific information about its repressive apparatus. He, therefore, provided both truth and acknowledgment. Moreover, because he did so in public fora, death threats have figured prominently in re-opening the debate around immunity from prosecution and have become a powerful symbol in the collective memory of the Dirty War.

The odds of reproducing this kind of confession are low. Torturers have been socialized by the repressive apparatus to resist feelings of empathy toward the victim. Deliberate obfuscation to retain their dignity, amnesia resulting from trauma or socialization, or rhetorical devices aimed to hide truth, impede perpetrators' willingness and capacity to provide full disclosure. Perpetrators also fear retribution, and for good reason. Summarizing the paralyzing effect of fear, a former conscript who confessed to hand-delivering lists of kidnapped prisoners to the Military Command, said that he had not come forward sooner because, "I was afraid that they would make me disappear." The kidnapping, assault, and death threats against Scilingo confirmed these fears.

Moreover, Scilingo's confession evolved through a process difficult to reproduce in an institutional setting. Scilingo's initial confession belied remorse, but rather reinforced Dirty War logic. Only over time, and after numerous conflicts with the antagonistic Verbitsky, could Scilingo let go of his defenses and admit his remorse. And yet Scilingo submitted to Verbitsky voluntarily! Remorseful confessions, while rare and nearly impossible to institutionalize, have a powerful impact in terms of truth, acknowledgment, and collective memory.

The catalyst behind Scilingo's confession sheds further light on the conditions most likely to render remorseful confessions. Scilingo confessed not only because he could not live with his past acts, but because he felt betrayed. His sense of betrayal permitted him to break with the Military High Command and his military socialization because he no longer felt the need or desire to belong. Thus, the public confessions by Rolón and Pernías prompted Scilingo to make a remorseful confession, which, in turn, unleashed a spate of confessions. With each confession, the
fear of retribution diminished. And as the number of confessions increased, the possibility of remorseful confessions also increased.

The fourth conclusion involves the apparent trade-off between truth and justice. It is extremely unlikely that any one of these perpetrators would have come forward with their "truths" without immunity from prosecution. And granting immunity seems to involve a Faustian bargain: immunity facilitates truth, but precludes justice. Victims of human rights' abuses and their families might finally understand who did what, when, and why to them, but they cannot do anything to punish the perpetrators for their crimes. Justice, in other words, is abandoned in favor of truth and acknowledgment.

The Argentine case suggests that this trade-off is less acute when analysis focuses on the confessional settings and the responses to the confessions, as much as the confessional text. The institutional public hearings in the Senate, for example, provided some justice (promotion denial) without violating amnesty provisions. Similarly, Scilingo and others have produced confessions that have promoted investigation into crimes for which officers do not have immunity, thereby circumventing amnesty laws. Charges and imprisonment for fraud, embezzlement, and kidnapping children have ensnared torturers otherwise protected under the Due Obedience Law. Certainly none of these "punishments" match the enormity of the crimes. They do, however, serve at least some role in creating symbolic justice and shift the stigma from the victim of violence to the perpetrators. They also contribute to public acknowledgment of victims' experiences, and check the "culture of impunity" rampant in Latin America.

Heroic confessions that reassert the military regime's official version of the violence also demonstrates the importance of responses to confessions in contributing to truth and reconciliation. While Astiz's heroic confession undermined victims' accounts, the government's response to it brought justice and collective memory by landing one of the most notorious perpetrators in jail. Similarly, the government-run television station seemed to endorse Simon's heroic confession by dressing him up in a respectable sartorial guise. But a private media source countered this image with a more accurate portrayal of the desperate man peddling his confession for material gain.

The importance of civil society attention to confessions is also apparent in the near spectacle of confessions on Argentine talk shows. One Argentine, responding to an earlier version of this paper, criticized the Jerry Springer-style programs that bring victims together with their torturers on split screens. She remarked tragically that, Argentines "have become accustomed to living with the torturers." The Argentine case demonstrates that the degree to which confessions contribute to collective memory, amnesia, or "normalcy," depends as much on the confessional text as responses to it.

To conclude, perpetrators' confessions are crucial to the truth and reconciliation process. Confessions of torturers break the authoritarian regime's silence about violence in a way no other group can -- from the inside. But this paper has suggested that the role of the confessional text
should not be exaggerated. These texts often attempt to reassert the official military regime's version of the past, instead of acknowledging atrocities committed against victims. In the context of amnesties, moreover, these confessions often do not lead to investigation or prosecution. This paper shows, however, that particular public confessional settings, and government, citizen, and media responses to confessions can promote truth-telling, acknowledgment, symbolic justice, and collective memory of atrocities. They can roll back the authoritarian regime's official story. And they can minimize the trade off between immunity from prosecution and truth and reconciliation.
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